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Contemporary Worship
and the UserFriendly
God (1)

acter in the 90s. Professor Plantinga addresses this issue

under the subtitle: "Domesticated Worship of the Democratized God" (pages 712):
Democracy has heightened our sensitivity to sins
against equality. People, including Christian people,
have here and there been making painful, ragged,
urgently need ed progress in the battle against such
Mark Beach
sins as sexism, racism, political tyranny, and the
Probably no issue has captured the imagination of
incestuous violation of children. But the old ironies
Christian Reformed churches in recent years like"conpersist: make people mindful of equal personhood
temporary worship." The topic is debated by home misand equal worth, and the next thing you know they
sions' s trategis ts and intellectuals at
are reaching into the heavens and trying to pull God
the seminaries. Some people in the
into this same orbit. They believe so fiercely in depew are also enthralled with the submocracy and equality that they try to democratize
ject. More and more people are beGodthe One who is unspeakably transcendent and
coming convinced that"contempoholy.
rary worship" represents the surest
The problem with this move is that it is both envious
means to win converts for Christ and
and selldefeating. It's envious of God's transcensafeguard the growth of the church.
dent splendor and thus tries to cut God down to size.
A 5th eRe in Pella is organizing with
It's selfdefeating because, of course, a democratized
the deliberate intention of implementGod is no better than w e are and therefore can't help
ing a 'contemporary worship' style in
u s.
order to draw unchurched people to
Many of us are familiar with a history of theological
church services. While we may in no
liberalism in which the profile of God has been
way impugn the effort to seek lost
cropped in various ways. Sad to say, some
we may wonder about the theological implications
evangelicals have lately been following suit. Some of
of this practice.
the new revised versions of God are appearing in
What is contemporary worship versus traditional wordomestic evangelical markets. In these markets, God
ship? As it is usually understood, contemporary worship
is not OUf Lord but our chummaybe even our gofer
is essentially a form of worship that makes its appeal to
whose job it is to make us rich or happy or religiously
unchurched people who have little or no Christian backexcited or selfactualized in some other way.
ground. It is worship geared for their needs, their tastes,
their comfort zone and their appreciation. It is simple in
Not surprisingly, worship of this domesticated God
fonnat, informal in its conduct, and does not presume to
is likely to mutate into a religious variety show
impose either 'churchy' culture, or language, or music
whose main focus is on us and on what makes us
into the service, since unchurched people are unfamiliar
tingle. Why else the nightclub format for public
and uncomfortable with these things. This means that
worship? Why else have prayer warriors come trotpraise choruses are sung instead of hyIIU1S, and hymn
ting out in combat fatigues? As David Wells asks in
books are exchanged for overheads. Where the goal is to
a new book, why do certain evangelical preachers
keep services within an hour, sermons are shortened to
punctuate their sermons w ith such eyepopping anmake room for personal testimonies, dramatic skits, litics as sudden ascensions to the skylights via invisturgical dance or some other alternative means to teach a
ible wires? Why illustrate the prophecy of John the
lesson or offer praise. Where possible, organs are replaced
Baptist that the axe is now laid to the root of the treewith electric guitars and drums, and/or orchestra and
why illustrate this prophecy by pulling a chain saw to
brass. Why? Because organs sound 'churchy' and hinder
life, walking over to a couple of potted trees on stage,
outreach to the lost.
and buzzing your way through them as
Contemporary worship has become quite
the congregation gasps and roars its de"What is
the rage in some parts of the Christian Relight? ..
contemporary
formed Church. Christian Reformed Home
Now, I'm entirely aware that the topics in
Missions promotes it with enthusiasm, as I
worship versus
this neighborhood are bloodwarming to
learned from its conference last June in
people on both sides of them, so let us
traditional
Colorado Springs. Many missionminded
think soberly about these topics for a few
people marvel at the remarkable success of
worship?"
minutes.
Rev. Bill Hybels and the Willow Creek
Years ago, the services of worship familChurch of Willow Creek, Illinois (located
iar to most of us would begin with the words, "Our
in the suburbs of Chicago). This church draws thousands
help is in the name of the Lord who made the heavens
upon thousands of 'seekers' to its services every Sunday.
and the earth." In some settings today, the first words
Some of the church's brighter minds have been reflectwe are likely to hear come from a beaming man who
ing on this subject. Professor Cornelius Plantinga, Jr. of
instead says something like, "Hi! I'm Hal. Whoa, did
Calvin Seminary in particular, has addressed this issue
I just make it here or what? Hey, only fifteen minutes
in a most enlightening way. What follows is a lengthy
ago I was still in my grungies, and
was
excerpt from h is pamphlet, Fashions in Folly: Sin and Chardo
like know
I
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What must we make of this? Is it simply a change in
tone and in taste? Are we talking merely about a

You start to change things in your services. The nonreligious haven't much of a feel for the holiness of
sequence of rhetorical downshifts as we descend
God, so you do away with silent prayer and expresdeeper and deeper into the valleys of this informal
sions of our littleness. Secularists don't like to confess
age? Or are we facing theological issues hereones
their sins, so you remove the se:rvice of penitence.
that have something to do with sin and grace, and,
Without confession of sin, you hardly need the grace
above all, with the identity of God?
notes of an assurance of pardon: out it goes.
I know that earlier forms of worship among us were
In general, you assume that the non-religious like
sometimes almost roaringly dull, that some of us
things simple and upbeat. That's where much of the
preached sermons "of great sedative power" (as
popular culture is, after all, so away with lament,
away w ith hard questions, expressions of anguish,
Peter DeVries once put it), that visitors could expect
dark ambiguities of any kind. While
to be resoundingly ignored, that liturgical events were sometimes scattered misyou're at it, away with creeds and confes"The il11porta/1 t sions,
cellaneously through a service, and that,
away with explicit references to
in the worst cases, a minister might gaChristian doctrine, or to the history of the
..
.nre
questions
lumph his way through this miscellany
Christian church.
like some earnest hippo. I know that.
first theological, On the other hand, seekers are interested
The newer forms of worship or of reliin improving themselves, so you maxinot aesthetic."
gious assembly-wherever that distincmize promises of personal growth and
self-realization. Secularists do like pop
tion is drawn-the newer forms go another way. Many of the newer forms are meant to
music, so here it comes into the sanctuary, along with
draw seekers. These forms raid the arsenals of popusemi-celebrity music performers and audience aplar culture in music, drama, rhetoric, and s trategies
plause for their performances. The non-religious also
like sports figures, so in the bigger budget services, in
for church parking and traffic flow-they raid these
arsenals in order to do contemporary pre-evangecomes Tommy LaSorda, longtime manager of the
Los Angeles DOdgers-here comes LaSorda to tell us
lism and to do it with imagination. Some creative
how "the Great Dodger in the sky" has helped him
people have dedicated themselves to projects of this
kind, and they deserve respect for making the miswin games and lose weight.
sionary effort. A lot of Christians sit around ditherAnd on it goes, in various combinations of novelty,
ing; the contemporary service people are out there
some of them mild and some very aggressive indeed.
trying. Their work is difficult, risky and important.
At the most advanced level of popular worship,
Nobody can visit the pilot project at Willow Creek,
imagine a High Five for Jesus replacing the Apostles'
illinois without concluding that some of their work is
Creed, and imagine praise time beginning when somealso intelligent.
body shouts, "Gimme a G! Gimme an 0 ... !"
Giving due respect to efforts of this kind, granting
Troubling questions arise. How much of this really
that we need not go back to the days when we kept
has anything to do w ith the Christian faith? Su ppose,
saying words like "behoove" and "beseech," grantfor a moment, that some of these new services do not
ing that many of the newer forms of worship are still
reflect Christian faith or worship very well. The
a ways off from the Christian amusement parks that
question, then, is simple: What's the point of having
certain fundamentalists are so fond of-granting all
them? Why bother with them? Even if we fill the
this and anything else I ought to grant, I think we still
church with seekers, what have we gained? Indeed,
face some hard questions in the area of contemporary
what have we lost? What if by offering popularized
worship. The important questions, at least to me, are
religion as an appetizer for unbelievers, what if we
fi rst theological, not aesthetic. After all, nobody is
should spoil their appetite for the real thing? Supgoing to move the contemporary discussion forward
pose your ten-year-old does not like your heartby lamenting that, liturgically speaking, the kings
healthy dinner menu, so you arrange a seeker meal
and captains have departed and the schlockmeisters
for him in which you offer some non-threa tening
have taken over.
Pringles. You do this in order to set up his taste buds
No, let's think theologically for a few minutes about
for baked potatoes. I wonder how often that would
trends in contemporary worship or semi-worship.
work.
Suppose, for example, that you try to keep seekers in
So, on the one hand, wherever the new services do
mind, and suppose you assume that these are largely
not faithfully represent Christianity, it's hard to know
non-religious people. Suppose you further assume
why anyone would want them. On the other hand, if
that if you are toappeal to these non-religious people,
the popular changes, at least in their more aggressive
your contemporary services must also become informs-if the changes do represent a contextualized
creasingly non-religious, at least non-religious in any
version of the historic Christian fa ith, then we are
traditional way. Of course, it's hard to makea church
going to have to face the fact that the Christian faith
service non-religious-it's like making a basketball
is a very different religion from the one most of us
game non-a thletic-but for the sake of appeal to
learned. We learned a religion that acknowledged
secularis ts, suppose you make the effort.
creation, sin and grace, with God's glory as the main
ingredient and human happiness as a wonderful, but

not guaranteed, by-product. In fact, we used to hear
that one of the main ways to find happiness is to
renounce your right to it. "Those who lose their life for
my sake will find it." Jesus says this in the Bible, and
what Jesus says there has traditionally mattered a lot
for Christians.
Suppose a seeker came away from a selVice of the

kind I've been describing-let's say a fairly heavy
duty service of that kind. Suppose he came away and
said to himself, "Now I understand what the Christian faith is aU about: it's not about lament, or repen-

tance, or humbling oneself before God to receive
God's favor. It's got nothing to do with a lot of boring
doctrines. It's not about the hard, disciplined work of
mortifying our old nature and learning to make
God's purposes our own. It's not about the inevitable
failures in this project, and the terrible grace of Jesus
Christ that comes so that we may begin again. Not at
all! I had it all wrong! The Christian faith is mainly
about celebration and fun and personal growth and
five ways to boost my self-esteem!"
My question is, again, a simple one: How do you
prevent that conclusion? Or, to sum up for now, let's
put the question very generally: How likely is it that
a popular God is really God? How likely is it that a
user-friendly God will rebuke sin? Or save people
with transcendent and unexpected force? Or have to
suffer to do it? OrcaU us to suffering and discipline as
well as to joy and freedom? Meanwhile, how can we
talk about sin to people, including ourselves-people
who have lost an ear for some of its overtones?
So far Professor Plantinga's comments. I believe the
churches would do well to reevaluate their warm embrace of contemporary worship. Worship is always reflective of what a person or church thinks of God. Much
contemporary worship leads one to the sad conclusion
that the church doesn' t think much of Him today. When
I was in Grand Rapids for my graduation last May, Or.
Plantinga expressed to me personally his misgivings with
"contemporary worship." Although he is a man who is
rather "progressive" in his thinking on a number of ecclesiastical matters, recent worship experiences as a guest
preacher in area Grand Rapids churches have led him to
lament. I share just one incident he shared with me. One
such service began, in the professor's words, "with a
young woman in a cocktail party dress, strutting back
and forward across the s tage, singing a semi-erotic song
to Jesus as she caressed the microphone, after which,some
one from the pew yelled out, 'Yeah!'" That was the call to
worship! Whatever else one may say about it, such conduct shows little knowledge of who God is.
No doubt, not all advocates for" contemporary worship" have any intention of sinking to such levels. But
what may we expect when people, even well intentioned
ones, attempt to turn the God of the Bible into a UserFriendly God? In just this way, the church robs both
churched and unchurched people alike of the living Lord
of life. Next time we will explore further how our doctrine of God shapes our worship of God.
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Rev. J. Mark Bead, is the pastor of the First Christian Refanned Church, Pella, Iowa.

Time for Reformation
in the CRC
W Robert Godfrey

REFORMED CHRISTIANITY IS
BIBLICAL CHRISTIANITY
After more than thirty years of s tudying the Bible and
church history, I am more convinced
of the truth of the above s tatement
than ever. The Biblical faithfulness of
Reformed Christianity is not just an
abstract trutil. It is intensely practical: Christians need Reformed Christianity to be faithful to God, to nurture their individual relationship with
God and to develop good churches.
Today Reformed Christianity is
more necessary than ever, yet it is
under serious attack from many sides.
It is attacked by those who deny the
authority or clarity and relevance of
the Bible. It is attacked by those who find its confessions
wrong or irrelevant. It is attacked by those who reject its
historic polity and church order. Reformed Christians
must respond to these attacks in a three-fold way. First,
we must return to the sources of our heritage to be rearmed
with truth, vision and zeal. Second we must renew our
commitment to minister the Reformed faith w ith faithfulness and eagerness. And third, we must reject the corruptions that have polluted our heritage.

RElURN TO THE SOURCES
The great source for the reform and revival of the church
is the Bible. We must believe in its absolute truthfulness
and reliability. We must treasure its teaching in all its
breadth and depth. We must seek our answers to questions of theology and ministry from the Scriptures. Above
all we must have the Word reform the church, not the
church reform the Word. On issues like of the ordination
of women, and homosexuality, churches are reforming
(or actually rejecting) the Word. But faithfulness requires
that the church reform itself by submitting to the Word.
We must not pay lip-service to the Bible, but we must
love it, read it, s tudy it, lis ten to it and above all apply it
to our lives.
We must also return to our confessions. How often do
we read them? How much do we expect the great wisdom and insight of our forebea rs to help us? The great
foundation and center of our fa ith and ministry is contained in our confessions and we mus t make them the
center of our thinking. Too many ministers and elders
are little acquainted with them. Ignorance of our confessions leads, for example, to calls for unity and ecclesiastical fellowship which violate the teaching of our confes-
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sians that link unity and obedience: "So we accept only REJECT CORRUPTIONS
what is proper to m aintain harmony and unity and to
Building Reformed Christianity. however fundamenkeep all in obedience to God" (Belgic Confession, Article
tally positive we should be, requires the repudiation ofer32). Our confessions must be recaptured as a functional ror. The great Synod of Dort appropriately gave not only
part of OUf understanding of God's truth.
a positive statement of the Biblical truth, but also wrote
We must return to an appreciation for our historic form Rejections ofError in relation to Arminianism. We need to
of church government and to its classic expression in our purge ourselves of errors in doctrine and life if we are to
Church Order. The Church Order speaks of councils, encourage robust Reformed Christianity.
One way for Reformed Christians in the CRC to do that
classes and synods, but in reality most of the power in
the church is in boards and agencies. The Church Order is to secede. We could leave the denomination of which
we have been part, either to begin a new
has been paralyzed at several points by
one, or to become a part of an existing Resupplements that contradict or restrict the
formed denomination. Such an action
".. .we must
provisions of the Church Order. Synodical
would be neat and clean. It would offer
tyranny replaces the good order of our polhave the Word
the opportunity to eliminate the obvious
ity because too many synodical delegates
corruptions that have grown in the CRe.
reform the
have replaced the Bible, the confessions and
It would probably protect the seceders from
church, not the
the Church Order with their own
the further corruptions to come in the eRe.
unreformed agendas.
Secession, however, is not easy. The Alchurch reform
liance of Reformed Churches has had great
the Word."
RENEW OUR COMMITMENTS
difficulty in deciding how the independent
churches will relate to one another. The
We must be renewed in our commitment
Alliance remains divided between Presbyto turn to the Lord in prayer knowing that only as He terians and congregationalists.
sends His Spirit will life and health return to the church.
Secession would also tragically divide the conservaToo often we plan and organize, but do not pray. Yet if tive cause. Inevitably, some would leave and some would
the Lord fights for us, the outcome is certain.
stay in the old denomination. Both sides are weakened.
. Are there any alternatives to secession? Perhaps. I hope
We must also be renewed in our commitments to faithful Christian living as individuals and families. We, as that at the conference that is being organized by Classis
"conservatives," are often neglectful of the Sabbath and California South (to be held at the First CRe of South
other forms of spiritual diScipline. We need to recapture Holland, Illinois, November 6 and 7), we will discuss alternatives. Let me propose one for discussion.
a sense of passion for the Lord and His ways.
New classes could be established within the eRe, based
Our churches need to be renewed in Reformed minisnot on geography, but based on theological affinity. Every
try. We have made too many compromises with Pente- council in the eRe could decide whether to remain a
costal forms of worship. We need to be renewed in rev- member of its present geographical classis or to become
erent, Wordcentered Reformed worship. We have made a member of one of the new "conservative" classes. In
too many compromises with hyperemotional forms of the new classes no women ministers or elders would be
youth work. We need to be renewed in a Reformed youth permitted either in the councils or the classes.
The fo rmation of such new classes would require adwork that teaches the catechism effectively and ministers to the whole youn g person. We have been neglect- justments in Church Order articles 39 and 48. But synod
ful of our responsibility for evangelism and missions, and has established the precedent for such actions. All synod
need to develop faithfully Reformed ways of reaching would have to do is declare that each council can decide
out to our neighbors, cormnunities and world with the if the words "neighboring" (in Art. 39) and "nearest" (in
Art. 48b) would become inoperative for it. Surely such
Good News of Jesus Christ.
changes should be eaSily approved by those interested
To accomplish this renewal we need solid Reformed in the peace and unity of the church. But even if the synod
churches in association with one another. Isolated con- will not approve these new classes, we should use the
gregations cannot do this work by themselves. We need principle established by synod of allOWing churches to
mutual support and encouragement. We need coopera- render the Church Order inoperative where local condition among the likeminded. We need renewal so that tions require. We would have to insist on new classes
we will not have to use so much of our energies oppos- and cOlrunit ourselves to forming them with or without
ing unreformed ideas, programs and organizations the approval of synod.
I would propose for debate at the November meeting
among us. Many of us long for meetings of classes and
synods where we can sing Psalm 133 with sincerity and the following resolution:
"Committed to the Bible as God's inerrant Word and
then do business in a Reformed manner.
the Three Forms of Unity as a faithful summary of ScripHow can we get on with building Reformed Christiantural religion;
ity?
Believing that Reformed churches must be connected
to one another according to the principles of our Church
Order;

~-

Convinced' that maintaining the status quo in the CRC historically Reformed ministers and cannot be limited an y
would be a betrayal of our Reformed convictions and lead longer to graduates of Calvin Theological Seminary who
to the weakening of our churches;
have been made candidates by the synod."
This proposal is radical and will be controversial. But
Wounded in conscience by the actions of Synod 1995
which violated in a publicly sinful way and as an abuse we must act decisively if we are to find an acceptable
of its power and authority both the Scripture and Church alternative to secession. We in the CRC seem to be relivOrder articles 3, 29, 31,47,49,50 an d 86 on the matters of ing the days of the Judges when each did what was right
women in ecclesiastical office and ecclesiastical fellow - in his own eyes. Many will accuse us of doing that by
making changes in the Church Order and rejecting some
ship with the GKN;
Determined to preserve the historic Reformed commit- aspects of synodical authority. But it is the synod itself
that has driven us to this drastic
ments of our churches for coming
proposal. We are saying in the
generations;
The InterClassical Conference respirit
of Joshua, "As for me, my
Desiring to remain united to
ferred to by Dr.. Godfrey, will be
ho use a nd my church, w e will
sound Reformed congregations in
held in the First CRC of Sou th
serve the Lord." We do not wish
theCRC:
Holland, lL, NOvember 6 (beginto leave the CRC but neither w ill
We, the undersigned councils, as
ning at 3 EM.) and 7 (ending at 1
we continue to be enablers in its
an exercise of our responsibility
under article 80 of the Church Orrejection of Reformed Christianity.
P.M..). Letters of invitation and
der, commit ourselves to do the
Surely those who say that they
registration forms have been sent
following:
champion peace, unity, love and
to
all
CRC
consistories.
All
curtoleration will tolerate our "Fellow1. Form new classes based on our
rent o.fficebearers are invited. By
historic Chri stian Reformed
ship of Conservative Classes." As
November 1, all those who plan to
the actions of congregations to ord octrines and Church Order.
dain women elders contrary to the
We expect that synod will apattend are asked to return the regChurch Order in Classis Grand
prove these new classes. We do
istratio.n form which also. requests
Rapids East and elsewhere were
not recognize, however, the
a signature ofagreement with the
tolerated, so should our actions be
right of synod to preven t this
four convictions stated in the intolerated and approved. In a ny
action. The decisions of Synod
vitatio.n (printed last month in the
case we must have the freedom to
1995 forced this action upon us
follow our consciences in this matwhen it acted tyrannically and
proposal to Class is California
ter. [f those who insist on changunbiblically and so disrupted
So.uth).
ing the CRC will not tolerate us,
the life of our churches. Since
then they must attempt to discipline us  discipline which
Synod 1995 has declared some aspects of the Church
they would not pursue against Classis Grand Rapids East.
Order "inoperative," we have no choice for the
But for now we are not leaving and we are not cooperating in
pro tection of our churches except to follow that
precedent. We may have to declare some articles of
our own destruction. We are going to get back to our real
calling: building faithful, effective, confessional Reformed
the Church Order inoperative for us;
2. Organize these likeminded classes into the "Felchurches.
lowship of Conservativ e Refo rmed
It may well be that some other proposal
Classes." These classes will only receive
will be sent to the November conference
synodical deputies from other classes in
"We do not wish that is better than mine. I hope that we will
the Fellowship;
have a number of good proposals to disto
leave the CRC, cuss.
But we must do something more than
3. Declare that the new classes will only
but neither will
wring OUT hands, grumble and send oversend delegates to synod if no women
officebearers are delegates to the synod;
we continue to be tures. We must act. It is time for reforma4. Declare that the Fellowship will not rection in the CRC Let us pray that the Lord
enablers in its
will strengthen, encourage and unite us in
ognize the GKN as a church in ecclesiastical fellowship;
this grea t work. May the Lord bless and
rejection of
prosper all our work in His service.
5. Declare that the new classes accept the
Reformed
Church Order as it existed in 1994, but
Christiani ty."
reject all supplements to it that have the
effect of changing its meaning, including:
Dr. Godfrey is President of Westmin ster Seminary in Calia. the supplement to Article 3 permitting the ordina- forn ia and ProfessorofOlurch His tory.
tion of women;
b. the supplement to Article 7 restricting ordination
under this article to very few. We are in great need of
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Having It Both Ways in
Beijing
Cal Thomas

in this country since 1973), why should we care what the
Chinese government does to millions of its potential citizens?
U unborn life is of no value, or at least it is determined
to be of insufficient value so that the state has no vital
interest in protecting it, then there is little moral difference between the Chinese government forcing women
to go along with its onechild policy and the American

There is much to praise in Hillary Rodham Clinton's
blunt remarks to the U.N. women's conference in Beijing.
Her gutsy defense of human rights was a proper and government telling women they can have a "nochild"
welcome affirmation of the core values of the United policy if they wish.
In China, it is the policydesigned to
States. To have been more diplomatic and
keep the population downthat matters
less forceful would have appeared to
"Ifall hllllla/ilife more
than the baby and more than the
China's dictatorial government as weakwoman and the father. In America, it is also
ness. It would have sent a message that
is /lot vaillable,
the policy  "prochoice"that matters
America is, indeed, the "paper tiger" Mao
and not the unborn life or the wishes of the
theJl 1I011l1limll
used to call us.
father.
Mrs. Ollton said, " It is time for us to say
life has vallie."
And women in America don't matter that
here in Beijing, and for the world to hear,
much either, othervvise there would be a
that it is no longer acceptable to discuss
women's rights as separate from human rights ." Al- requirement that they are fully informed about the nathough s he didn't mention China specifically, she criti- ture ofllfe within them and alternatives to abortion. Even
cized onechild per couple policies and singled out the canned and packaged food has mandated fulldisclosure
forced. abortions many women are subjected to when they labels.
So, while Mrs. Clinton is certainly right to criticize the
become pregnant with a second or third child.
She is correct, but the greater question is, should the forced abortion policy of the Chinese government, her
state be determining which lives are worthy to be lived credibility is questionable because of her inconsistent and
and which are not. It is a very short step between abor- illogical stand.
tionandemand to forced abortion to Dr. Kevorkian. If
all hwnan life is not valuable, then no human life has Los Angeles Times Syndicate
value. This is the overarchiog political, biological and
philosophical issue that must be addressed. We cannot
Alliance of
do it piecemealfor when one category is devalued, all
Reformed
life suffers.
But when one argues a moral point, one must be coosistentor the point is lost in a sea of hypocrisy.
And on abortion, Mrs. Clinton speaks wi th no moral
November 14,1995
capital because she is "prochoice." She thinks it is wrong
J2:00 noon
for the American government to prevent women from
through
having abortions if they don't want the child they are
November 17, 1995
carrying. But in Beijing, s he said governments should not
force women to have abortions against their wishes.
12:00 noon,
It is too bad that we don't study logic and philosophy
Central Time
in our schools as much as we used to, because Mrs.
CRC (Independent) .
Lynwood
Clinton has made assertions that are mutually exclusive.
Lynwood,IL
In the one instance, government should not prevent a
woman from aborting her " fetus" or" product of concepAllll1atcrials for the Agenda mustbc In the hands of the
tion." In the other, government should not force a woman
clerk no later than September 1, 1995.
to abort her "child" or "baby." If, as prochoicers and our
For Information call:
Supreme Court assert, the "fetus" or "baby" is not yet a
J.eromcJullen
person, why should anyone care if this "barely connected
(70814
" S~2J
tissue" is done away with?
Prochoicers argue that it is the matter of the woman's
wishes. Whatever she decides s hould be paramount. But
this begs the question. l.f the American government
doesn't care enough about 30 million potential members
of the next generation (that's the number legally aborted

The Storytellers'
Convention

role of women in church history, dealing with abuse, gender communication skills and ministry to homosexuals.

THE STORKEY LECI'URES

And at two points, namely the addresses given by keynote speaker Elaine Storkey (the advisor on gender issues to the Archbishop of Canterbury of the Church of
England) the conference lived up to the provocative exClaudette L. Grinnell pectations which the title implied. In a keynote series
entitled "Power, Patriarchy and the Past," which was a
Storytelling is a fine art form, whether the
twopart apology for the necessity of openstorytelling consists of retelling the circuming all offices to women because of the restances and actions of an actual event as in
demptive work of Christ, she began by sayhistory or journalism, or whether the indiing that the church needs to be salt and light
vidual has created a plot, a set of characto a secular society that is struggling with
ters and a series of events from within the
the current problems and confusions conrecesses of his or her mind. When analyzcerni ng gender. The church itself ofte n
ing any story, either oral or written, two sets
helps to perpetuate the problems and inof questions always need to be asked. The
justices by keeping women out of office.
first is this: is this story fact, fiction, or a
A community which fervently believes
blend of the two? And the second is like
in the ontological equality of men and
):'
.
the first: is this presentation true, false, or a
','
women before God, that is, that there is
mixture of truth and falsehood?
no difference in status, in the efficacy of
Analysis grows more complicated, howChris t's redemptive love for women and
ever, when the storyteller is relating the events his or
men together, in truth it is not marriage or motherher own life. The questions of tru th and falsehood behood which confers status on women, but being a
come infused with a third set: are the events and experichild of God and living in the image of God ... a
ences of the storyteller right or wrong? This is an exceedchurch that believes all those things and yet only has
ingly touchy question, especia ll y in day s of
multiculturalism and egalitarian forms of tolerance. For
men in leadership, marginalizes single women, or in
many, to invalidate any individual's experience in any
any sense communicates that men are really the ones
way is to invalidate the person. The person may tell his
chosen by God, that church is not preaching what it
or own story very well, but the content of that story may
believes, no matter what is said in the pulpit, no
be highly questionable from a moral standpOint.
matter what is explained in Bible studies. Unless a
But let's add one more step of complexity. Imagine now
church models what its vision is, people will actually
that you are sitting in a room of storytellers, all of whom
pick up what is modeled and practiced, and not what
are relaying events and experiences of their own lives in
is sai d.
turn. Some stories are diametrically opposed to others in
issues of truth and falsehood. What now? The laws of
logic (assuming that logic is a universal, created by God, New Testament liberation
that is a part of the orderliness of both crea tion and His Storkey then discussed the tension between crea tion and
own essence, and not something created by dead white redemption. The Old Testament, which concentrates on
males) say that something cannot be both entirely true creation, has been distorted to reinforce a static patriarand entirely false at the same time. But someone has to chal system. As an example near to the Christian relibe right and someone either has to be wrong or, on a lesser gion, Storkey described at great lengths the high level of
level of confrontation, terribly deceived either by some- gender discrimination she experienced in her exploraone or by self. But who is right, and who decides? And tions in Orthodox Judaism. She talked often about how
what is used to make the decision? What is the measur- women were forbidden to join in worship in synagogue
ing stick by which someone discerns whether something or to learn Torah. By contrast, she presents Paul as a libis right or wrong?
erator because he does allow women to learn, thus turnThese were questions I contemplated seriously when I ing on its ear the passage in I Timothy 2 oftinterpreted
attended the Institute for Christian Studies (ICS) family as Paul, the chauvinist.
conference on August 47. The topic, given the recent
But somewhere on the way to the present time, Chrisevents of Synod 1995 and its discussions of abuse and tianity was warped by Hellenism and Roman culture to
the ordination of women, was one that was sure to capti- become a chauvinistic religion. The patristic and medivate interest. The conference's working title, Vive la Dif- eval churches, according to Storkey, misinterpreted the
ference! Gender Issues and Spirituality, gave a promise of doctrines of both creation and redemption to reinforce
thoughtprovoking content in lectures and seminars patriarchy, and they suppressed the stories of women in
which included topics such as parenting techniques, the the church. For example, she assumes that the debate is

(A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE 1995 ICS
FAMILY CONFERENCE)
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settled on whether the Junias mentioned in Romans 16:7 Evaluation
is male or female (she assumes Junias is female). Other
However Significant this point may be (especially given
narratives of women are often forgotten or overshadowed
the recent synodical decision concerning Scripture's stand
by the stories of men of the church.
True Christianity as Jesus taught it, unfettered by Greek on women in office), I wish to concentrate more on two
redemptive. Jesus makes no distinc- points: 1) the issue of being one in Christ as presented in
thought, is at h~art
tion between men and women in His healing ministry. Galatians 3:28, and 2) the concept of ontological equality.
Galatians 3:28 has often been interpreted so as to open
Christ cuts through taboos and cultures to minister to
women. These are redemptive acts. So, because creation the doors for complete functional equality between men
must be seen through the eyes of redemption, the patri- and women. However, this interpretation does not do
justice to the verse's context. The issue of the passage (in
archy of the O ld Testament is dropped for
fact, of the entire letter of Galatians) is abou t
the equality of all in Christ (Galatians 3:28).
However, the implementation of the re"Galatialls 3:28 being set free from the state of being guilt y
before God. Galatians 3:28 has nothing to
demptive message in the 20th century is difhas llothil1g
do with function. Rather, it concentrate s
ferent than it was in the first century.
solely on the fact that men and women ,
to do with
Storkey was careful to say that Paul did not
slaves and free men, Jews and Greeks, are
present a culturally conditioned message,
jUllctioll. "
equally guilty before God and that the act
but that the first.century implementation
of removing guilt through Christ's deat h
he presents is not necessarily appropriate
and resurrection is the same for all people.
for the 20th century. The evils that come from the history
of the tradition (such as Greek thought) need to be ex- Galatians 3:28 may not even mean to be speaking spe·
pelled so that the true equality in Christ shines forth as a cifically to certain groups of people, but using polar opposites to express the whole of humanity (a rhetorical
message to the world.
device called synecdoche). The life of Christ was consistent with this. He healed men and women indiscrimiGender I'clationships
nately, as well as slaves and free men, Jews and Gentiles.
In the second lecture, Storkey spoke about how the 50 also did Paul. This was a break with Old Testament
gospel affects gender relationships. The message of the Judaism, which had different purification rites for women
gospel is our salvation from sin and tile means by which and men. But neither one (with the exception of the queswe come to know what it is to be truly human as God tionable Junias) ever put a woman into a position of leaddesigned us to be, equal men and women before God. ership. To argue a case of Christ as a culture disrupter in
Two areas especially are prone to gender·oriented "sins": regards to women in office runs into the argument of sithe strong gendering of occupations, including the minis· lence; He simply did not do it.
try, and societal attitudes about men and women.
Perhaps there is a specific reason for this, one that may
Gender roles, according to Storkey, are learned from be caught up in this concept of "ontological equality."
society. Thus, if we change our society, we change the Men and women are equal before God - equally fallen,
roles that men and women are allowed to fill In turn, equally guilty of sin. Likewise, men and women are
this affects our interpersonal relationships. She is correct equally justified and given Christ's righteousness in the
in saying that we Christians have definite problems in acts of salvation. Men and women are equally chosen in
our relationships as men and women in the body of the decree of electioni both are chosen solely by God's
Christ. We as Christians are often guilty of a twisted and grace regardless of gender. 50 to say that only men are
perverse reading of Ephesians 5 and we are often found chosen is fallacious. Here is the real question at hand:
guilty of the sin of reinforcing unbibIical stereotypes can men and women be ontologically equal in the eyes of God
about women and men. But Storkey places the prohibi· and have creationally ordained different functions? That antion of women from ecclesiastical office in this camp.
swer is an obvious yes, purely from a biolOgical standIs this legitimate? Is it a sin to withhold church offices point. We cannot ignore or set aside the fact that women
from women? Again, we return to Paul. Within the same are the ones who bear children and, were it not for the
passage - in fact, in the same verse from 1 TImothy 2 - invention of baby formula and the baby bottle, would
Paul can be read both as a great liberator of women and also be biologically responsible for the child's sustenance.
as an incredible chauvinist for allowing women to learn, These biological functions take on other responsibilities
but not allowing them to teach. Is Paul speaking out of as well; being a mother is not simply a biological man·
both sides of his mouth? O r, on a more theological level, date, but also a psychosocial one.
can the Holy Spirit inspire Paul to write with a forked
But let's forget motherhood for a moment. I'm not a
pen? However, with Storkey's doctrine of Scripture men- mother, and probably won't become one anytime soon. I
tioned earlier, Paul may very well be speaking the m es- know that I'm different from a man, and not just because
sage of the gospel (alJowing women to learn) while u s- society has taught me so. I feel things differently, experiing a first-century implementation (not allowing them ence things differently, draw different conclusions. And
to teach), not applicable in the modern age.
this is not a result of sin, or of the Fall. lhis is an issue of
complementari ty. U men and women are created differ-
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ently solely for biological reasons, then this concept of what is of Cod and w hat is of sin. That meas ure is Scrip"ontological equality" is even more marginalizing to ture. As John Calvin wrote in Book I of the Institutes,
If true religion is to beam u pan us, our principle must
single women. If I never get married and can never have
be, that it is necessary to begin with heavenly teachchildren, I want a reason to be glad 1am female, to have
ing. and that it is impossible for any man to obtain
a purpose as a female and not simply to be relegated ~o a
even the minutest portion of right and sound docrealm of potential femaleness. I want to know that bemg
female is important in being an imagebearer of God apart
trine without being a disciple of5cripture.Hence the
from childbearing. But if ontological equality means equal
first step in true knowled ge is taken, w hen we reveraccess, theoretically speaking, to every job and every role
ently embrace the testimony which God has been
in society, then only biology makes women unique. And
pleased therein to give of himself. For not only d oes
as a single woman, that marginalizes me.
faith, full and perfect faith, but all correct
The very attempt to break women free fro m
knowledge of God, originate in obedi"
...we'
/leed
a
the di stin ct ively fema le function of
ence .... For if we reflect how prone the
chi ldbearin g by m eans of ontologica l
lIlensu re by
human mind is to lapse into forgetfu lequality as Storkey defines it, is the very
ness of God, how readily inclined to evwhich we know
thing which makes being female even less
ery kind of error, how bent every now
1
than w hat God designed. And if God dewhat is of Gad
and then on devising new and fictitious
cided that women should not hold offices
religions, it w ill be easy to understand
and
what
in the church for whatever reason He has
how necessary it was to make such a
decided, to put women in those offices is
is of sin."
depository of doctrine as would secure it
to take away from their womanhood. This
from ei ther perishing by the neglect, vanis a hard saying. one that at times is diffiaway
amid the errors, or being corrupted by
ishing
cult for me to swallow. But I must place my faith and
the presumptuous audacity of men. 2
trust in God that He knows what is better for me and for
Experience, no maHer how apparently positive, must
the rest of His creation than I do.
be balanced against Scripture. If Scripture says that such
an experience is not legitimate, whatever we experience
lWO SEMINARS
is not the truth. We know that the devil sometimes masDespite the fact that I disagreed with parts of Ms. querad es as "an angel of light" (2 Corinthians 11:14). He
Starkey'S addresses, at least some content was present. also can masquerade as an experience of grace and thus
This could not be said for the seminars which I attended. deceive our means of perception. Because we are so easIn fact, the seminars were very similar to the convention ily deceived, we should be thankful to God that H~
has
of storytellers which I set up at the very beginning ~f
given us the Scriptures so that ",!e m a~ not be d eceived!
this article. Here, I wish to concentrate on two of the senu- To diminish the authority of Scripture 10 any way leaves
nars in depth: "Responding to Homosexuality," and us lost and hopeless with only our flawed minds to guide
"Reimagin g the History of the Institutional Church as us  a guidance that leads inevitably away from God and
'Good News' fo r Women."
closer to ruin.

Homosexuality

Church History

The seminar on homosexuality was a reflection on the
issue from personal experience. There was no prepared
speech other than the seminar leader's personal testimony, after which the floor was opened for personal reflection and questions. I found the way in w hich these
reflections were handled disconcerting. After a few of the
attenders present shared their experiences (some of w hich
were in contradiction with both Scripture and the Synodical report of 1973), no critical evaluation of these experiences was done. No attempt to discern the truth or
falsehood of these experiences in relationship to Scripture was made. Because the experiences happened, they
were accepted. Beyond this, the implication was made
that these experiences also should be tolerated. U we were
not fallen creatures w ho struggle with sin, perhaps this
could be accepted. But we are fallen crea tures. That
fallenness includes our minds and our ability to perceive
correctly. Because of that fallenness, in o rder to evaluate
correctly the world a ro und us as well as our own personal experiences, we need a measure by which we know

Not only was Scripture undermined during these seminars, but also the history of the Christian tradition was
manipulated. The seminar on "reimaging church history
as good news for women" consisted, with the exception
of the prison diaries of Perpetua as edited by Tertullian,
of readings from biographies of obscu re and even apocryphal women in the history of the Christian church. The
most noted example of this was the life of Thecla, from
the apocryphal Acts ofPaul and Thecla. Supposedly Thecla
was a woman w ho followed Paul while he was on his
first missionary journey in South Galatia. Usually if the
church fathers called a text apocryphal, it was because
the text was either not in harmony with the teachings of
the church as was then known, or the text was historically inaccurate. Either possibility here seriously under·
mines the technic of history used to complete this part of
the project.
The rest of the women mentioned were names that I
had never heard of in my study of church his tory. The
common thread which they all held alon g with Theda
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and Perpetua, however, were strange events that centered
around the control of biological sexuality and the impotence of the institutional church. But why must the role
of women be constan tly centered around the use and
control of sexu ality? There are many women in church
his tory who were great d efenders of the faith for whom
the issue of sexuality was not a primary focus: Blanclina
(one of the martyrs of Lyon and Vienne from Eusebius' 5
church history), Claire of Assisi, Catharine of Siena,
Idelette DeBure (the wife of John Calvin), and Elizabeth
Rowe (an accomplished writer and the wife
of a Puritan minister) are only a few. And,
to be honest, I felt objectified by the discussion. I have been brought up to think that
there is far more to being a woman than
having a certain biological function. But
suddenly I felt stri p ped of my mind and
turned in to something whose identity was
based solely on function.
Some who attended the ICS conference
may reject my assessment and say that I am
way out of line, that I am being melodramatic and reactionary, and even perhaps
that I am bigoted and intolerant. But to
these same people I must ask the foll owing
question, using their own logic: " Are you trying to invalidate my experience?" We now have the situation fully
at an impasse much in the same way as the scenario I
painted a t the beginning: my experience of the conference against theirs. I have told my story, which probably
is diametrically opposed to the experiences of many w ho
attended the ICS family conference. Who is right? What
is the measuring stick? I have presented mine: first and
of prime importance is Scripture as the divinelyinspired
Godbreathed testimony of God's will to His people; second, and of secondary importance, the traditions of the
history of the church and of the Protestant Reformation.
Who is ri ght and who is wrong? What is true and what is
false? Or, who is being deceived?
Withou t a measuring stick, one will never know.
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David Feddes
In the Spring 1994 Forum, Dr. Neal Plantinga discussed
the concern that a church which approves women's ordination is also more likely to approve gay sex. Plantinga
denied any link between the two issues. H e said that those
who warn of such a connection are (1) likening womanhood to gay sex, and (2) implying that gay sex is worse
than other sins. However, one need not
commit either of these blunders to be concerned about a connection.

WHY SINGLE OUT GAYS?
Let's begin w ith why more alarms are
sounded about approving gay sex than
about approving other sins. Plantinga
asked in his article, "Why d o we make a lot
of the one sort of sin and com paratively
little of the other?. Nobody at synod
warns us that if we ordain women, then the
next step will be to ordain thieves."
The answer is plain enough. Many churches (including the CRq face growing pressure to rethink their opposition to gay sex; there's no pressure to rethink opposition
to stealing. Scholarly books by John Boswell (a Yale professor who recently died of AIDS) urges the church to
approve gay sex. Are there any books urging the church
to approve embezzlement or burglary?
Many gays don't want to hear that gay behavior can
be forgiven and changed like other brands of sin. They
deny that gay sex is sinful in the first place. They don't
seek forgiveness; they seek approval. So one doesn' t have
to think gay sex is worse than other sins to realize that
approval of gay sex is a more pressing possibility than
approval of theft.

BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION

Now, back to the primary question: What's going on
when peo ple warn that a church w hich a pproves
women's ordination is more likely to approve gay sex
eventually? 0 0 they somehow liken womanhood to the
2. Calvin. John. Institutes of the Christinn Religion tr. H. Beveridge.
sin of gay sex? No. But they do note that some interpreGrand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1%6. Sections I.vi..23.
tive methods used to approve women's ordination are
Claudette Grinnell is a graduate both of the University of similar to methods used to approve gay sex. Here's a
Michigan at Ann Arbor and of Calvin Theological Seminary. sample of arguments I've corne across:
She is currently a student in the Master of Theology (ThM) 1. Paul was shaped by a culture that considered it wrong
for women to hold ruling offices in the church. Cultural
program at Calvin Seminary, where she is concen trating 011
the history ofdoctrine in the Dutch Calvinist tradition .
change opens up better possibilities for us.
• Paul was shaped by a culture that considered it wrong
for people to engage in gay sex. Cul tural change opens
up better possibilities for us.
2. We know things about the full status of women that
Paul didn' t know or couldn't apply back then.
• We know things about the inborn basis ofhomosexualthat Paul d idn't know or couldn' t
back then.

1. For a beautiful exposition on this very topic. see Rev. A.denHartog's
sermon written especially foryoung singlewomen in theSept. 1 and
Sepl. 15 issues of the Standard Bearer.
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What's the Connection?
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3. ln 1 Timothy 2 Paul used an argument concerning
women which was based on a flawed rabbinical exegesis of Genesis. This was useful to convince Paul's original readers, but it provides no permanent guidance on
a woman's role.
• In Romans 1 Paul used a rabbinical diatribe against gay
sex. This was useful to draw Paul's original readers into
the flow of his argument, but it provides no permanent
guidance on God's will for sex.
4. In 1 Timothy 2:12 Paul did not intend to condemn
women's rule as such. He only condemned radical or
authoritarian rule by women.
• In 1 Corinthians 6:9 Paul did not intend to cond emn gay
sex as such. He only condemned gay promiscuity or

1
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RECENfTRENOS

When we turn from the specifics of Biblical interpretation and look at recent trends, what d o we find? Plantinga
pointed. out that among churches which ordain women,
only a minority have begun to ordain lifestyle gays. Fair
enough. But we should also note that among churches
w hich do not ordain w omen, not one ordains gays. Ordination of women may not always lead to ord ination of
gays, but it d oes make the probability much higher than
zero.
Also, Plantinga mentioned the GKN in passing, as just
one more name among a smattering of churches that ordain lifestyle gays. But the GKN is not just another name
gay prostitution or gay sex among people who were on a list. It is the CRe's mother church. Many e RC memborn straight. He did not condemn gay sex between bers in Canada are barely a generation removed from it.
Many CRC theologians received their advanced educapeople who were "created that way."
5. Neither male nor female" (Galatians 3:28) means gen- tion in the Netherlands fro m GKN professors. The CRC
must pay s pecial attention to the direction the GKN has
d er distinctions are irrelevant to ecclesiastical office.
• Neither male nor female" (Galatians 3:28) means gen- chosen.
At any rate, it's misleadin g to estimate probabilities by
der distinctions are irrelevant to sexual intimacy.
6. Theoverall sweepofScriptureshowingwoman'sequal- counting how many of the churches which ordain women
ity should override fundamen talistic hangups about a are already ordaining gays as well. A number are headed.
few difficult texts tha t seem to exclude women from the that way but haven't yet arrived. Remember, in society
the ideology of women's righ ts came well ahead of the
ruling offices.
ideology
of gay rights. Church policy doesn't change
• The overall sweep of Scripture showing the reign of
grace should override fundamentalistic hangups about overnight. It usually takes a few d ecades of study committees. Many churches that have begun to ordain women
a few difficult texts that seem to condemn gay sex.
7. There are believers, churches, and scholars on both are still in the process of catching up with society's lead
sides of the issue of women's ordination. It's wrong to on other matters. C1assis Grand Rapids Eas t, which recently declared the word "male" inoperative and seated
bind consciences if Scripture is not clear to all.
• There are believers, churches and scholars on both two women delegates at its C1assis meeting, is also cirsides of the issue of gay sex. It's w rong to bind con- culating a document w hich is open to the involvement
of homosexuals who live in a faithful and monogamous
sciences if Scripture is not clear to all.
The church's historic understanding of ordination is relationship, to participate in the leadership of the church.
Meanwhile, in the CRC itseU, a growing number of
that the Bible restricts the ruling offices of the church to
pastors
and congregations at the forefront of advocating
persons of the male gender. The church's historic understanding of sexual intimacy is that the Bible restricts sex women's ordination are also questioning openly w hether
gay sex is always sinful. For example, the
to a marriage relationship with a person of
church council of a large Canadian CRC
the opposite gender. These historic under"But we should concluded a report on homosexuality by
standings both involve what it means to be
saying that "it is possible that God will yet
crea ted male and female, and both face
also /late that
reveal that homosexualism in a committed
challenges today. challenges that have more
among churches same-sex relationship is acceptable."
in common than Plantinga's article indicated.
which do IlOt
RESURGENT GNOSTICISM
A rev iewer in Th e Christian Centu.ry
ordain
women,
writes:" A Ouistian proponent of gay marA fina l area of concern that connects the
natalie
riage or even of tolerated gay unions must
two issues is the resurgence of paganism
face the fact that such acts are a radical deand gnosticism. The ancient gnostics deordains gays."
parture from traditional norms. One can
nied that Jesus came in the fl esh . They premake this departure either by honestly abandoning some ferred secret, ongOing revelati on to the written Word.
or all of the tradition, or(much more tenuously) by using Many of them also emphasized female names fo r God.
an historical, relativist hermeneutic to locate some deeper This brand of religion has reappeared in many feminist
s tream within the tradition. Both of these lines of argu- theologians, with a strong impact on a number of semiment have appeared in the discussion of women's ord i- naries and denominations.
nation, which also represents a radical departure fro m
At the ecumenical " Re-Imag ing" confe re nce for
traditional norms but w hich is now widely accepted.
women, held in Minneapolis in 1993, participants disOc tober 1995

pensed with Father, Son and Holy Spirit. They worshiped
"Sophia" instead. The lesbians at the conference received
a standing ovation. Among the sponsors of "ReMlmaging" were denominations cited by Plantinga as examples
of churches that have ordained women without sliding
down the slippery slope.

ADDRESS REAL ISSUES
Dr. Plantinga said some good things in his article. To
the degree that he hel ped us detect and reject misogyny
and homophobia and other evils that may
linger in our hearts, his article was helpful.
But it was not helpful to suggest that such
attitudes are the only basis for thinking that
a church which ordains women to ruling
offices is also more likely to approve gay
sex.
Interpretive parallels, recent trends and resurgent gnosticism; these are three areas in

which there seems to be at least some connection. This does not of itself prove that
women's ordination is wrong. But it does
show that the debate over women's ordination has closer ties to the debate over gay sex than many
people seem to realize. The CRC must face these matters
squarely.
Rev. David Feddes, a minister in the Christian Reformed
Church, is the radio minister of the denominational broadcast,
The Back to God Hour.
Reprinted with pennission from the Calvin Seminary Forum.
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aBE - BANE OR BLESSING?
Norman De long
If you want to start a lively debate, one sure way to do
so is to make a statement about Outcomes-Based Education, "OBE" for short. During the last few years the clash
of opinions on this issue has been heard loud and long in
many of our Christian school communities. In some of
those communities, "community" itself has been threatened. Tensions and feelings have run at
fever pitch, with the opponents calling as
their witnesses Rush Limbaugh, Phyllis
Schafly, James Dobson and a host of others. Epithets have been hurled and namecalling sometimes has reached the level of
practiced art. A favorite phrase used to generate a lot of heat [but little light] was the
expression of "dumbing down," with the
clear accusation that OBE would lower the
academic level of our school programs.
Although I have a great deal of respect
and admiration for Dr. James Dobson and
the Focus on the Family organization, I find
it difficult to sympathize with them on this issue. They
intuitively recognize that there is something fundamentally amiss with OBE, but their critique misses the mark
badly and only serves to reinforce the efforts of those
opposed to them.
In a recent feature article in their OTlZEN (Vol . 9, No.8,
Aug. 21, 1995) Jeff Hooten makes the correct observation
that "OBE emphasizes 'outcomes'  skills that all students
must demonstrate  instead of traditional facts, figures
and required courses" (p.2). He then goes on to suggest
what he sees as a critical, evaluative question: "Is the outcome one that defines something we would expect a
young person to do academically? Does it have something to do with arithmetic, science, English, history, geography or fine arts?" Presumably, if the answer is "yes,"
the program is safe and worthy of su pport. He then goes
on to insist that we ask the" opposite question" of OBE
advocates and programs: "Does it have something to do
with values, attitudes or social outcomes that require certain behavior?" Presumably, if the answer is "yes," the
program is only worthy of condemnation!
The Focus article then goes on to conclude: "Outcomes
that talk about attitudes, values and feelings are wandering from the primary responsibility of the school,
which is to make sure that kids know how to read, to
write, to calculate" {p.4}. Regrettably, the Focus on the
Family organization has simply opted for traditional,
subjectcentered educational philosoph y and demonstrates a serious misunderstanding of what Christian
schools ought to be doing. James Dobson may be an excellent Christian psychologist, but he is not a very good
educational philosopher.
To divorce attitudes, values and feelings from the process of schooling and to focus only on academic, subjectcentered activities is to adopt an historic model of S€CU-

But more careful analysis should raise some fundamental questions: "Is there anything distinctively Christian
about this list?" Is this a list that would set a Christian
school apart from the public school down the street, or
from the private secular academy run for the elite? Only
in # 3 above is there even a hint of Biblical values, when
there is the appendage, "examine solutions in the light
of God's word" (sic). Given the paucity of Biblical directives and the ambiguity of even this qualifier, it is not
unfair to criticize this list as being very little different from
what one could expect from the state's bureaucratic policy
pushers.
But there is another even more pressing question that
must be raised: "From what source, or by what means,
did you derive this list? Where did these 'Exit Outcomes'
come from?" When I asked Superintendent Koetje this
question at the CSI convention, he replied that they had
conducted a survey of teachers, parents, board members
and students, questioning them as to what they thought
that students should accomplish while in their school
system. From a vast array of responses, they did some
"number crunching" and came out with a list of most
often expressed outcomes. Assuming that they conducted the process fairly and designed the questionnaires
with clarity, we could applaud them for being democratic.
By common consent, they may have put the tension behind them.
In the process however, a more fundamental, a most
essential question has not been asked. Given the assumption that these are Christian kids who come from Christian homes, whose parents and teachers still believe those
marvelous words of the first question and answer of the
Heidelberg Catechism, has anyone consulted the One to ·
whom those kids belong? Has anyone asked the Creator
of the universe, and the Redeemer of the elect, what He
would like His children to learn? Has anyone consulted
the God of the Bible to see if He has articulated there
some goals or objectives or outcomes or standards for
the Christian life? Is the Word of God still a sufficient
guide for all of faith and life? Or has it been superceded
by human opinion? Does God limit education to academic, subject-centered outcomes? Is God a traditionalist? Would God agree with Focus on the Family, or with
Outcomes-Based Education?
The answer, 1 trust, is obvious. Yes, God is the source
of all knowledge, so that is important, but "if I have the
gift of ...all mysteries and all knowledge ...but have not
love, 1 am nothing" (1 Cor. 13:3). If we do not "put to
death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature: sexual immorality, impurity, lust, evil desires and
greed, which is idolatry" (Col. 3:5), all the knowledge and
skills in the world w ill not keep us from the wrath of a
holy and righteous God. If we do not design all of our
programs in such a way that they strengthen the faith of
our kids in their Creator and in His Holy Word, we have
Of missed the mark If we do not strive to teach them basic
<D
beliefs that will forever affect their behavior, we are no
oc better than fools groping in the darkness.
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But there is one other fundamental flaw in aBE that
must be noted. aBE claims to be Outcome Based Education, with the clear implication that the entire educational
program is Based on outcomes or objectives. To make
such a claim is either utmost naivete about educational
foundations or an act of flagrant deception. The proponents are claiming that the outcomes or goals are the foundation, or the basis, for the entire educational program,
with nothing undergirding them. To make such a claim
is to ignore the entire matter of anthropology, more simply articulated as statements and inferences about the nature of the child to be educated. In order to artirulatesome
outcome or goal to be achieved, there must first be some
existing condition or quality needing to be modified, refined, or corrected. To assert, for example, that a child
must learn to read is to imply that in his existing state he
does not yet know how to read. To assert, as God does,
that a child must learn to honor his father and his mother
is to imply that in his natural condition he does not willingly do so. To assert, as God does, that children must
learn to obey authority is to imply that, by natural inclination, they are disobedient. There is always a presupposed condition or quality of the educand which precedes
the attempt to bring about any desired outcome. The
aBE movement flagrantly ignores this most important
dimension of educational philosophy. The aBE movement never consciously or openly asks the question: What
is the nature of the student that requires change and sanctification in his life? They never ask, "What is man, that
thou are mindful of him?" as does the Psalmist (Ps. 8:4).
Christian education should never ignore the matter of
values, attitudes, emotions, or behavior, for all of them
are essential to the "blameless and holy" life (I Thess.
3:13) required of all God's children. Christian education
also should never be tricked into claiming that the schooling process is based on outcomes, for that is a foundation
that is as deceptive as the devil and as shaky as sand. We
must be reminded by the constitution of CSI and by
countless of our forefathers that all education is based on
the Bible. God is the only Author(ity) who can speak with
finality about the selection of outcomes or goals for the
kids He has entrusted to our care. His Word must be the
basis of all of our thinking about the entire realm of education. If we no longer use that Word as our foundation,
any programs we try to design will soon crack and come
tumbling down.

We know ofChiristian schools that have developed careful and
complete Christian goals and objectives for each subject area of
the curriculum. Parents would benefit from seeing these; and
in cases where schools do not have them, parents should encourage the schools to develop them.
The Editors
Rev. Nonnan De !oug is pastor of Covenant Church (OPC)
in Palos Heights, It.
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The Signs of the Times:
Apostasy (vI)
Cornelis P. Venema
In the Old Testament prophecy of Jeremiah, there is a
remarkable account of Jeremiah prophesying God' 5 judgment upon the city of Jerusalem and the "court of the
Lord's house." What is so striking about this prophecy
is that it was spoken within the sanctu-

teaches that God's judgment begins with "the house of
God" (1 Peter 4:17) and that apostasy has always been a
feature of the church's liie throughout the history of redemption. The prophecy of Jeremiah, like many such
prophecies in the Word of God, should alert the church
today to the continuing threat of apostasy and makes d ear
why, in OUf Lord's teaching about the signs of the times,
the sign of apostasy plays such a significant role.

APOSTASY AS A 'SIGN OF TIlE TIMES'

In the New Testament's teaching regarding the signs
of the times, apostasy among the people of God often
the Lord 's cu rse upon the chu Tch of figures prominently. It is not only mentioned expressly
Jeremiah's day. This was not an an· in those passages which enumerate the various signs of
nouncement of judgment upon the the times, but it is also implicit in many passages which
"enemies" of the Lord and His people, warn the church against unfaithfulness, often buttressed
but upon the church herself for her by appeals to the example of the apostasy of the Old Tes·
disobedience and apostasy.
tament people of God.
In the "Olivet Discourse" of Matthew 24, among the
We should not be surprised, therefore, to read that the response of the first signs of the times mentioned by the Lord is the sign
people was one of shock and anger. of apostasy or "falling away" among the people of God.
How could the prophet speak judg· In this passage, Christ prophesies that "many w ill fall
ment against the sanctuary and house away, and betray one another, and hate one another. And
of the Lord? How could he dare to many false prophets will arise and lead many astray. And
speak of the Lord's anger against and intention to make because wickedness is multiplied, most men's love will
desolate what was the " apple of His eye" and the unfail· grow cold" (vv. 10·12; d. Luke 8:13; 1 TIm. 4:1). Subseing object of His fav or? This was spiritual treachery on quently in the same discourse, Christ adds that "false
Jeremiah's part and, consequently, many called for his Christs and false prophets will arise and show great signs
death! In verse 11 we are told that the priests and the and wonders, so as to lead astray, if pOSSible, even the
prophets "spoke to the officials and to all the people, say- elect" (v. 24). These verses present a sobering, even terri·
ing, 'A death sentence for this man! For he has proph- fying picture of the church assaulted, not simply by ex·
esied against this city as you have heard in your hear· temal enemies, but also by enemies within. Those who
claim to speak for Christ within the church will actually
ing.'"
Reading this account in Jeremiah 26 raises the ques-. be "anti·" Christ. And those who are numbered among
tion - how would the church of Jesus Christ today re- the visible people of Cod will, in truth, be opposed to the
spond to the prophecy of Jeremiah? It is easy to read the gospel of the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. This,
record as it is found in Jeremiah 26 and hold the whole together with such signs as the preaching of the gospel
matter at arm's length, as though it did not speak in any to all the world and tribulation, will mark the period prior
direct fashion to the circumstance of the church in our to the end of the age.
There are other passages as well that speak of apostasy
time. Indeed, there are many people who occupy posi·
tions of leadership in churches today who
as a characteristic sign of the times.
would probably react Similarly, were a
The apostle Paul, for example, in his first
"These verses
letter to Timothy, warns his spiritual son
prophet to stand in their midst and decry
present n
the church's unfaithfulness, even pro·
that " the Spirit explicitly says that in later
times some will fall away from the faith"
nouncing God's judgment against it. Such
soberillg, even
behavior would probably be regarded as
(1 TIm. 4:1). This departure from the faith
terrifijillg
troublesome and obnoxious, even impolite
may well be occasioned by the pressure of
and unseemly. It is one thing to decry the
the world's hostility to the gospel, for as
picture of the
sins of a secular and decaying culture; but
the apostle adds in his second letter to
church ... "
Timothy, " in the last days difficult times
it is quite another to decry the sins of the
church, especially when it is done in the
will come" (2 Tim. 3:1).
powerful language of the prophet Jeremiah.
Furthermore, in many of the words of exhortation,
But this account also reminds the church of an aspect warning and encouragement in the New Testament, there
of the Bible's teaching about the "signs of the times" that are indications that apostasy will plague the people of
it is apt to forget. That aspect is the Bible's teaching that, God in this present age. In 2 Peter 3:17, believers are
among the prominent signs of the times, especially those exhorted to "be on your guard so that you may not be
which express opposition to the gospel of Christ, is the carried away by the error of lawless men." The book of
sign of apostasy and unfaithfulness among the people of H ebrews is pervaded by the theme of the church's tempGod. Though it may be tempting to ignore, the Bible tation to fall away from the full truth of the new cov-

ary of the Lerd's house and pronounced
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enant, a falling away that may make it impossible for her as the end approaches, apostasy will become ever more
to be restored again to repentance (d. Heb. 3:12; 6:6). This evident among the people of God.
possibility of apostasy also undergirds the promise that
However, the d earest example of this kind of emphaGod will preserve and keep His people from falling. sis is found in 2 Thessalonians 2, a passage to which we
Thus, Jude 24, that well-known doxology with which the will return in a subsequ ent article on the subject of the
epistle concludes, praises God as "Him w ho is able to anti-Christ. In this passage the apostle Paul is seeking to
keep you from falling and to present you before His glo- allay the anxiety of some believers in Thessalonica w ho
rious presence without fault with great joy." It also lends were shaken by the report of some tha t "the day of the
urgency to the exhortation in 2 Peter 1:10, " [t1herefore, Lord has come" (v. 2). In order to alleviate their anxiety,
m y brothers, be aU the more eager to m ake your calling the apostle spells out some of the things that must take
place before the day of the Lord.
and election sure. For if you do these things
For our purpose, the important thing to
you will never fall." The danger of aposu • •• the church's
notice is that the a pos tle warns the church
tasy leads the apostle Paul to remind the
in Thessalonica that the d ay of the Lord will
Corinthians that this is one of the reasons
greatest enemy not
come until" the apostasy! comes fi rst, and
God secured a Scriptural record of the unalways arises
the m an of law lessness is revealed, the son
faithfulness of the old coven ant people of
God (1 Cor. 10:1-6).
of d estruction" (v.3). The language used in
within her
What becomes evident in these passages
this text, coupled with the description ofown ranks!"
fered of the " man of lawlessness" (he will
is that the people of God in this present age
eVidently be someone of influence and sigwill be severely tested and tried in respect
to their allegiance to Christ and the truth of God's Word. nificance within the church, for "he takes his seat in the
This testing will prove the faith of some, while exposing temple of God," v. 4), intimates that there will be a pethe unbelief of others. Not all will withstand the test, but riod of s ubstantial turning or falling away within the
some will prove to be unfaithful. They w ill fall away or church before the comin g of Christ. One of the Signals
depart from the w ay of truth, the gospel of the kingdom, that the end is approaching will be this great and unparand this w ill occu r among those who profess to be of Christ, alleled, at leas t from the s tandpoint of preceding history,
even among those who are leaders and officebearers of the unfaithfulness among the community of those who prochurch! Apostasy is a sign that directly involves and af- fess to be believers. 1 Within the orbit of the church, a
fects the p eople of God. It is a sign of internal opposition great turning away or apostasy will occur. And so the
to Christ, not of external opposition by those who make apostle warns the believers in Thessalonica against any
no boas t of being God's people. No one should be sur- premature conclusion that the day of the Lord has come;
prised by this. It has always been a feature of the church's this day will n ot come until " the apostasy" occurs and
existence in the world short of the en d of the age. And it the " man of lawlessness" is revealed .
TI1e most likely conclusion that may be drawn from
will most certainly be a feature of the church's existence
during this present period between Christ's first and sec- this passage and the others cited above is that the sign of
ond ad vent.
apostasy will reach a kind of intensified and acute expression, in the period prior to the return of Christ. Just
A"GREAT APOSTASY'?
as we saw earlier that the sign of tribulation will issue in
a "great" tribulation, a period of mo re acute dis tress for
One question that arises in connection with the subject
of apostasy as a sign of the times, has been addressed in the people of God, so we see now that the sign of aposour previous article on the sign of tribulation. Does the tasy will also issue in a period of" great" apostasy, a period of more acute and widespread unfaithfulness among
Bible teach that, like tribulation that will issue in a pethe people of God .
riod of great tribulation before Christ's return, apostasy
will issue in a period of great apostasy before the end
WOE TO THOSE WHO ARE "AT EASE IN ZION"
comes? Do we find a s imilar pattern h ere, that there is
an intensification of this s ign of the times as the end draws
As I have sou ght to do in previous artides on the signs
near and the return of Chris t grows more imminent?
of the times, I would like now to make some observaThis seems to be the case, though h ere again we d o tions about the implications of this sign, the sign of aposwell n ot to become too dogmatic or assured of our con- tasy, for the calling of the church of Jesus Christ today. If
clusions. But there are some passages that suggest this. apostasy within the church is a sign of the times, and if
We have already referred to two of these passages in the the threat of apostasy may becom e more p ressing as the
fore going. In 2 Timothy 3:1, we read of how "in the last time of Christ's return approaches, then there are some
days difficult times will come" (emphasis mine). This inescapable consequ ences for the people of God and the
passage is paralleled in 1 Timothy 4:1, which warns that church of Jesus Chris t.
"the Spirit explicitly says that in later times some will fall
First, this s ign reminds us that the church's greatest enaway fro m the faith, paying a ttention to d eceitful s p iri ts emy is not the world without or eve" the wily devices of the
and d octrine of demons" (emphasis mine). The language devil himself; the church's greatest enemy always arises within
employed in both of these passages seems to indicate that, her own ranks! This is an aspect of the Bible's teaching
about the sign of apostasy that cannot be emphasized
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too much. For there are many people in the church who
naively believe that the church is immune today from
the danger of real apostasy, actual falling away from the
truth of the gospel and the Word of God. These people
might be willing to concede that the church "is not perfect" and the like, but they never reckon with apostasy
as a genuine threat to the wellbeing and witness of the
church. They do not seriously reckon with the reality of
apostasy from within the ranks of the church itself. They
are unwilling to believe that those who claim to speak in
the name of Christ, even leaders and officebearers among
the people of God, may be deceived and in serious error.
Such naivete is clearly exposed in the Word of God as
foolishness. Anyone who reads the record of Israel' 5 repeated apostasies or listens carefully to the New Testament warnings against unfaithfulness has to realize that
the danger of falling away is everpresent. Indeed, su ch
apostasy functions as a sign of times, as a signal within
the unfolding purpose of God that the time is growing
short and the day of the Lord is at hand.
Second, no one who takes seriously the biblical teaching
about this sign of apostasy can afford the luxury of being "at
ease in Zion," blithely confident that the church is a safe haven
of rest in the midst of the stonn and fury of history. Strange
as it may seem to many, the antithesis sometimes cuts
across lines within the church, as much as it separates
the church from the world.
For this reason, one of the deadliest enemies of the
church of Jesus Christ is the sin of institutionalism or denominationalism. Both of these" isms" express a kind of
blind and unyielding loyalty to institutions and agencies
that takes precedence over loyalty to Christ and His Word.
Whether rooted in nostalgia, sentiment or wishful thinking, such blind loyalty has no place in the life of a believer, certainly not in the life of a Reformed believer. And
yet such blind loyalty is found seemingly on every hand.
I experienced something of this, for exa mple, while
recently speaking with an elderly member of a Reformed
church that faced a decision to stay or leave a particular
denomination because of its increasing departures from
the Word of God and its confessions. This elderly member at one pOint exclaimed, " ... but I could never leave
my denomination; its unthinkable; I believe in my denomination!" This is an example of the kind of misguided, even sinful loyalty many are willing to give to
institutions and denominations, whether they live up to
their professed commitments and convictions or not. As
far as this church member was concerned, it was inconceivable that her denomination could ever become apostate or fall away from the faith.
The sign of apostasy should serve as an antidote to such
thinking, warning every believer and church to beware
the sin of denominationalism or institutionalism. We do
not place our trust in princes, least of all ecclesiastical
princes; nor do we place our trust in institutions. Our
trust is in the Lord who alone will preserve His church.
He will preserve His church by the working of His Spirit
and Word. But He also stands ready to remove the candlestick from any church that falls away from the faith (compare Psalm 118:89; Rev. 2:5).
And third, only that church which remains resolute and
vigilant in the preservation of the faith has the right to claim
-
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the promise that the "gates ofhell" will not prevail against her.
The sign of apostasy serves as a clarion call to the church
to be on guard against the temptation to fall away, to let
go her rich inheritance in the Word of God and the gospel.
The landscape of history is littered with the dead
corpses of once strong and vibrant churches. Many
churches which once offered sturdy and uncompromising testimony to the truth of the gospel are today no more
than social haIls or clubs for people with leftleaning po.
litical views. They have about them the stench of death!
They offer compelling testimony to the truth of our Lord's
words regarding apostasy within the church.
This sign of the times ought to be a sufficient deterrent
to any complacency. There is no room in a true church of
Jesus Christ for smugness or sellsatisfaction. The presumption that we "have arrived" or that weare "immune
from falling" is just that, a presumption without any basis in the Word of God. As an older pastor once said to
me, "No church can claim the promise of our Lord that it
will be preserved unless it is able with integrity to sing,
'Onward Christian Soldiers, Marching as to War ...."'
When the apostle Paul speaks of the coming apostasy
that will precede the day of the Lord, he hastens to en·
courage the church to "stand firm and hold to the tradi·
lions which you were taught ... from us" (2 Thess. 2:15).
Unless the church remains vigilant and careful to hold
fast to the apostolic Word inscripturated in the New Testament it will become apostate and fall away from the
truth.
Thus, with many of the signs of the times, the sign of
apostasy speaks a word of warning and a word of encouragement. It warns the church against complacency,
alerting it to the dangers faced within and without. But
it also serves to remind the church that Christ will preserve a faithful people. It is interesting to notice that,
when Christ speaks of apostasy in Matthew 24, He speaks
of those who "show great signs and wonders, so as to
mislead, ifpossible, even the elect" (v. 24). This language,
though it sounds a note of warning, carries with it also
the assurance of steadfastness on the part of the elect
church. Those who "make theircaUing and electionsuce"
need not be afraid, for Christ will keep them in His care.
l

FOOTNOTES
1.

Many manuscripts use the language here of "the rebellion" rather
than "the apostasy." This textual difference does not materially
affect, however, the teaching of this passage. In either instance the
apostle Paul teaches that the day of the Lord will be preceded by a
period of extraordinary unfaithfulness, rebellion and apostasy
among the people of God.
2. It is interesting to observe that in Revelation 20:16, reference is
madetoa "little season" in whichSatan will be permitted once more
to "deceive the nations" just prior to the end of the millennium
Withou t yield ing to the temptation to look at this passage here we
will have to consider it at some length in subsequent artides this
teaching of Satan's "little season" corroborates or parallels the
teaching of 2 Thessalonians 2, that there will be a period of severe
testing and apostasy before Christ's second coming.

Dr. Venema, editor of this colu mn, teaches Doctrinal Studies
at Mid-America Refonned Seminary in Dyer. IN.
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Family Visiting:
Suggested Themes for
Member Visiting
John R. Silterna
Several years ago, a group of elders asked me to help
them out prior to a series of visits they were planning to
make to individuals and families in
their responsibility district. The specific help they were looking for was
not an unusual request. "Help us tie
the visit together with a unifying
theme so that we are able to bring a
blessing to them, so that they understand the purpose of the visi t, and SO
we don't waste time with superficialities and trivial conversation."
Amen! To that request, I can only add
my enthusiastic endorsement.
Below appears, in summary format,
a series of thematic plans for visiting
the people of God entrusted to your care. In each, the
theme is established upon the basis of a central Scriptural passage. Some suggestions are made for an opening statement, an area most elders I know have the greatest problem with. ("If we could only get started, we'd be
fine. We can ask and answer questions fine, but at the
beginning, well, my mouth is dry like cotton. I can never
figure out how to begin.")
Review the suggestions made below, either in personal
study and reflection in the event your congregation expects you to be a "selfstarter;' or through group discussion in the event your board of elders plans visits together.
Use these as "skeletons" upon which you can build some
thematic plans of your own.

SOME BASIC GUIDELINES

• Always involve children if present; I suggest you do
so at the beginning of the visit, so that if they become
antsy, they can be dismissed. (Having squirmy children present is tougher on the parents than it is on the
kids. Help the folks out!) Simple questions, on their
level, about their faith, their knowledge of the Word,
their favorite Bible story or song, are remarkably
revealing.
• Think about visiting on a Saturday morning or on a
Sunday afternoon, especially for those people whose
week is so hectic that finding time would be difficul t.
• Although it is not widely practiced, consider making
the visit alone, without a visiting partner. To be sure,
Scripture (Matt 18:16, and its Old Testament antecedent Deut.19:1S) make reference to visiting along with
a witness. But be dear about this: such is only needed
in a judicial climate, w here a formal rebuke or a
disciplinary action w ill take place, and where a witness to both the rebuke and to the heartresponse of
the believer are materially important. In routine visits, like those to encourage or for ongoing pastoral
care, individual elders are certainly free to conduct
the visit alone. Most people have no problem with the
preacher making such visits alone; in fact, most of the
visits preachers make are solo. So it can be with
elders. (There are exceptions, of course. For example,
a visit to a single woman brings with it sufficient
collateral baggage as to make it wise for the presence
of a partner.) Solo visiting has several benefits: it
simplifies scheduling; it can double the number of
visits made on any given evening compared with
elder visiting teams; it often enables nervous people
to open up to their pastoral elder more freely, and it
can eaSily be cut off if you determine a partner should
be present.

THEMES AND IDEAS

1. Theme for visit: Growing to Maturity
Scripture: Eph. 4:1116
Before you begin to concern yourself with the content
Opening statement: Explain your priority commitment
of the meeting, however, spend a moment with me planas a pastoral elder to their maturity in Christ, and give
ning the setting. It's amazing how the setthem a simple definition of what you mean
ting affects the v isit.
by that.
• Hold the visit at the kitchen table or some
"Whn t do YOLI
Starter questions for discussion:
other comfortable location, but probably
see
as the devil's
• According to this passage, what does
not in the formal living room, if possible.
spiritual maturity look like? (This will
Meeting in a room that is not part of the
most effective
take some time.)
routine daily life of the household sugstrategies and
• How are each of you doing in your
gests that the dynamiC power of God's
schemes today?"
growth toward this maturity? Do you
Word and the urgency of living accordsee the evidences in your life of the
ing to its Truth are somehow partitioned
fruit of maturity? What hinders or
off from the stuff of daily living. Try to
helps your growth? How can we as elders help?
make the visit as nonthreatening as possible. Drink.
• (If children are present): What are your spiritual
coffee or a soft drink if offered.
goals for your children? (You may assist them to
• Have your Bibles in hand, and make sure every one
establish such goals, should they appear willing and
in the room has theirs as well.
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interested.) How will you measure success/ achievement? Ask the children about their patterns with
reading Scripture and prayer. Encourage them to
read, study. Ask about their favorite Bible story and
why.

2. Theme for the Visit, Spiritual Warfare
Scripture, Eph. 6,1018
Opening Statement: Explain Scripture's teaching of the
ongoing struggle of every Christian against sin. This
contra the theology of "perfectionism," and in light of
the theology of antithesisthe very real historical struggle
of believers against the enmity of Satan, the principal victory of Otrist, and the ultimate victory only after this life.
Assure them of the commitment of the elders to assist,
encourage and challenge believers in their fi ght.
Starter questions for discussion:
• What do you see as the devil's most effective strategies and schemes today (v.U)?
• What are you doing to combat those schemes in your
life, in your home?
• Are there weaknesses you need help strengthening?
• If children are present, ask the parents what they are
doing to protect their children and to equip them for
their own battle. Ask the children, likewise, how
Satan tempts them, and how they respond.
• Spend some time looking at the protection and weaponry listed in verse 14 and following. Emphasize
how often Scripture is implied in these wordpictures: truth, gospel of peace, faith, sword of Spirit.

3. Theme for the Visit
Dealing With Suffering Biblically
Scripture: 1 Peter 3:8fj
Opening Sta tement: If they represent a home that has
endured severe hardships, such difficult times cannot and
ought not be overlooked while you try to conduct "routine business." Begin by talking about their struggles
frankly, openly, tenderly. Inquire if they have become
bitter, angry, depressed, numb. Ask if their faith has been
challenged, strengthened, weakened.
Minister God's Word to them from 1 Peter 3:8ff based
on your opening conversation. H you wish to ask a leading question, one based on v. 15 is good: "Based on v. 15,
what would you say to someone who asks you how come
you can maintain faith and hope after what you've been
through?" Their answer will open up a great deal of opportun.ity for further advice and counsel.
Spend much time in prayer

Starter questions for discussion:
• What is good about being singlegood, that is, for
the Kingdom of Godaccording to the 1 Corinthians
passage?
• Is it hard to remain single in today's world? What are
the pressures, subtle or otherwise, that make it difficult?
• What ministry/service are you currently offering to
Christ in and through His church? (Can we help you
find one?)
• The Apostle mentions in chapter 6 the dangers of
sexual immorality, and in 7:2he mentions it again. In
a world in which sex is viewed as free recreation
without obligation or consequence, how do you combat such pressures and avoid immorality?
• Have you ever viewed the church as your"family,"
its children as yours, its future as part of your responSibility? Might that change your perspective positively?

5. Theme for the Visit
General Introductory Assessment
Opening Statement: This is for visits to those individuals or families you don't know very well, often a first
visit to a new home in your elder care group or in the
church. The goal is general conversation about their spiritual condition; the purpose is familiarization. Look for
pictures on the wall; ask about the people in them.
Starter questions for discussion:
• Talk about your spiritual history: When did you
become a Christian? (Have you become a Christian?)
What has been your church involvement? What
brought you to this congregation?
• What are your practices with God's Word, in personal prayer, with family (if appropriate) devotions?
• If you look at your life today, and compare it with
your life 5 years ago, would you say you are more
mature in your faith? Why or why not? What practices or experiences have affected you in developing
this maturity?
Dr. Sittema, editor of this department, is pastor of the Bethel
CRC in Dallas, TX.

4. Theme for the Visit Singles and their Blessings and
Challenges
Scripture: 1 Cor. 7:1 (refer to last verses of chapter 6, other
verses in chapter 7)
Opening statement: Discuss their life; inquire about their
work, their worship, their conunitment to the Word. Gently seek to discover whether they are content in their
singleness, or, as is often the case, conunitted to marrying and very frustrated in their Single state.
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The Christian Reform,ed Church at West Sayville, New York
Is in need of a full time pastor. We are achurch of 50 families.
Our goal is to prepare the saints for ministry in order to call
sinners (outreach) to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ.
We are committed to the inerrant Word of God as it comes to
expression In the hi~torc
Reformed faith. We seek a pastor
strong in the presentation of the Gospel and also able to bUild
up the saints in the m'ost.holy 'faith.
Christian Reformed Church of West Sayville
31 RoUstone Avenue

P.O. Box 14
West
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by Ed DeGraaf, Jr.
A resounding success-that is an
apt description of the Kyrie '95 youth
convention held Jul y 10-1 3 at
Kettunen Center in Tustin, Ml.

entire U.S.A. and Canada. Students
who are presently in grades 9-12 are
eligible to attend next summer 's
event which is scheduled for July 8Over 160 people (120 young 12 at the same site as last year.
people, 33 sponsors/youth leaders
Dr. Mark Ross, the pastor of teachand eig ht ministers) attended the ing at First Presbyterian Church in
four-day event which featured as its Columbia, South Carolina, was the
theme, " The Lordship of Jesu s main speaker at Kyrie '95. Ross, who
Christ."
spoke fiv e times to the assembled
group, urged everyone to submit to the
Lo rd ship of Jesus
Christ in their lives. He
stressed the importance of breaking the
pattern of self-seeking
ambition and giving
one's life to Christ.
"If any man would
come after m e, he
mu st d e ny himse lf,
take up his cross and
follow me," said Ross,
quoting from Mark
8,34.
"You can't be truly
h appy without being
Dr. Ross addresses Kyrie '95
holy, and you can' t be
A total of 20 churches (primarily holy without Jesus Christ in your
independent Reformed churches but life," added Ross. "Submitting to U1e
a lso some Christi a n Reformed Lordship of Jesus Christ brings everchurches) were represented at the lasting happiness. Discover the joy of
conference which was sponsored and serving the Lord."
In addition to the mass meetings,
initiate d by Seventh Reformed
Church.
Kyrie '95 also featured several small
"I thou ght the whole conference groups that fostered more discussion
exemplified the Lord ship of Jesus about the event's theme.
Devotionals were the focus of the
Christ - from the speaking to the
workshops to the singing to the rec- morning Alpha groups which conreation," said Andrew VanderMaas, sisted of eight to ten students from
Kyrie '95 chairman.
different churches and were led by
" It met our initial vision of bring- two sponsors/ leaders.
ing young people of similar convicIn the evening Omega groups, intions together to confront and chal- dividual chuTches' youth groups met
lenge them with the Lordship of Jesus to discuss the day's activities and
Christ," added VanderMaas, who is what the young people had learned
Seventh Reformed's youth director. and enjoyed.
"We are thankful to God for making
Eight workshops, led by area pasit all possible."
tors and VanderMaas, were offered
Although this year's convention during the convention. They examdrew from primarily the midwestern ined the Lordship of Jesus Christ in
United States, conference o rganizers the areas of personal devotions, dat·
are hopeful that Kyrie '96 will draw ing.. popular culture, career ministry,
young people and leaders from the family, sports, clothing and friend-

ship. Each student was required to
attend three workshops.
A water carnival, talent show, volleyball tournament, sponsors
roundtable and trip to Michigan's
Adventure water park were also features of the first-ever Kyrie convention.
Youth sponsors/ leaders and young

people jointly voiced approval of the
event.
"We came because we thought it
was important for our kids to be with
like· minded kids," sa id Betsy
Bultema, a youth leader at Lynwood
CRC Independent church in Illinois.
" It was a very good experience for all
of us. 1 felt our relationship with our
kids got a lot closer and 1 really en·
joyed it."
" The highlight fo r us was the quality of Dr. Ross," added her husband,
Pete Bultema. " He was exceptional.
We really enjoyed him."
Anita Zylstra, from LanSing, IL,
said that she appreciated "the more
conservative views" of the Kyrie convention.
"I was more interested in this convention because it was geared more
to reformed churches," the 17-yearold Zylstra said.
"I was looking for a summer getaway where I could enjoy Christian
fellowship and 1found it here," commented Ken Boer of South Holland,
!L.
Boer, who performed his original
composi tion "Lord Jesus" at the talen t s how, added that he wo uld
"highly recommend Kyrie'95 to anyone next year."
"We came because we thought it
would be a good thing for the kids
and we were looking for something
that would be a good experience for
them," sa id yo uth leader Bryan
Kooiman of Wyoming, MY.
"I would definitely recommend it,"
added Kooiman, who cited the talent
show as one of the highlights of the
convention.
Four girls from Cornerstone Orthodox Reformed Church in Sanborn,

lA, said that the 14-hour trip to northern Michigan was worth it.
"I would recommend it, yes, definitely," commented Angela Brower
who said she came to Kyrie '9S to
learn more about Christ and herself,
as well as to meet other people.
Joni Anema whose brother, Rev.
Ken Anema, and parents, John and
Karen Anema, also attended the
event, echoed those sentiments.
"I came to learn more about God
and see where I am in relationship to
God," said the IS-year-old Iowan.
"Of co urse, I would recommend
Kyrie."
Carrie Brower, w ho performed a
beautiful rendition of "Jesus in Your
H eart" at the talent show, and
Heather Kreykes also made the long
distance excursion and were rewarded with giant Hershey candy
bars by the convention committee.
For more information about Kyrie
'96 (which will have as its theme,
"Maps of Reality") contact
VanderMaas at (616) 459-4451.

Ed DeGraaf, Ir. seroed on the planning
committee of Kyrie '95, and is a you.th
leader at Cornerstone Chu.rch in
Hudsonville.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. URNS 1869 t o become the Ch ri stelijke
Grand Rapids may not always de- Gereformeerde Kerk, the majority of
serve its reputation as the "New whose churches merged in 1892 w ith
Jerusalem" of the Dutch Reformed a second secession movement to beworld, but it surely must be the only come the Gereformeerde Kerken in
American city to have three Dutch Nederland, the" mother church" of
Reformed seminaries.
the Christian Reformed Church in
Known since 1876 as the home of North America. The churches which
Calvin Theological Seminary, the of- refused to merge in 1892 still exist in
fidal denominational school for train- the Netherlands under the CGKN
ing Christian Reformed ministers, name; their counterpart in North
Grand Rapids has also played host America was once known as the
since the 1920's to the Protestant Re- "Free Christian Reformed Church" or
formed Seminary. On August 7, the "Old Christian Reformed Church"
city gained a third Dutch Reformed but is now known as the "Free Retheological institution: the Puritan formed Church." Beeke comes from
Reformed Theological Seminary, op- a tradition of churches which never
erated by the Heritage Netherlands merged in 1867 or 1892, and retains
doctrine and piety much like that of
Reformed Congregations (HNRC).
The president and founder of the the original Afschieding churches.
new seminary is Dr. Joel Beeke, pas- Known in the Netherlands as the
tor of the Grand Rapids Heritage Gereformeerde Gemeenten, this
Netherlands Reformed Congrega- tradition's American wing split in
1993 into two denominations, the
tion.
"Our goal is to tie training for the 8000-member Netherlands Reformed
ministry very dose to the church and Congregations and the 1600-member
to give it a truly pastoral, experien- Heritage Nethe rl ands Reformed
tial and evangelistic flavor," said CongregatiOns.
Despite its strongly conservative
Beeke. "Our goa l is not simply to
mimic the Puritans but to take their background, Beeke's new seminary
principles and apply them to our is already exhibiting an unusually
modem situation."
high degree of cooperation for the
Beeke, who received his doctorate conservative Reformed world. Alin history from Westminster Theo- though Beeke will serve as president,
lo gical Seminary in Philadelphia, and fellow HNRC minister, Rev.
pastors a congregation of almost a James Greendyk, w ill serve as vicethousand members, and edits his president, most of the other instrucdenominational periodical. However, tion will be from non-HNRC sources.
he is better known in other Reformed The seminary's third regular faculty
and Presbyterian drcles for his role member teaching Greek, Hebrew and
as a conference speaker for Banner of Latin will be Rev. Charles Krahe, the
Truth and his leading role in arrang- retired pastor of Seventh Reformed
ing for the editing, translation, or re- Church, a strongly conservative conpublication of a n umber of English gregation in Grand Rapids w hich
and Dutch Puritan works through was recently expelled from the Resuch publishers as Banner of Truth formed Church in America for refusing to pay denominational financial
and Solo Deo Gloria.
This attention to Dutch Puritanism assessments.
While admission of students from
will be reflected in the instruction at
the new seminary. According to other denominations will be under
Beeke, the new seminary will focus consideration, for now, all four stunot only on the better-known dents at the seminary are members
distinctives of English and Scottish of the HNRC and entered under an
Puritanism but also on that of the extremely strict program of admisDutch Second Reformation. Other- sion to ministerial training. Candiwise known as the "Nadere dates for ministerial studi es in the
Reformatie," this reform movement HNRC must meet very high personal
in the Dutch state church of the 1700's standards and exhibit clear testimony
eventually led to the Afscheiding, an of their conversion and call to Chris1834 secession from the Dutch state tian service.
chu rch. Most of the Afscheiding Darrell Todd Maurina, Press Officer
churches eventually federated in United Reformed News Service
October 1995
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Rev. Peter Bernard Grossmann was born on November IS,
1935 at Eureka, SD, the first child of Rev. Walter and Dorothy
(Meuller) Grossmann. Rev. Walter Grossmann was then serving the Hosmer charge. Peter was a third generation Reformed
Church (RCUS) minister; his grandfather, Rev. John Grossmann,
had served RCUS charges from the time of his immigration to
the United States in 1910.
Rev. Peter Grossmann received his early education in the
Hosmer, SO schools and graduated from Shafter High School
at Shafter, CA in 1953. Rev. Grossmann's education continued
at Bakersfield Junior College, Bakersfield, CA and at the University of California in Berkeley, from which he graduated in
1957. During his college years Rev. Grossmann served in the
California National Guard. FollowingcoUege, Rev. Grossmann
attended Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia,
PA and graduated from there in 1960.
Rev. Grossmann was ordained to the Christian ministry on
June 20, 1960 at Hosmer, SO. He served the charge of Hope
Reformed Church at Su tton, NE from 1960 to 1%7 and the Eureka Reformed Church, Eureka, SO from 1967 to 1969. Rev.
Grossmann served on the cabinet of Governor Frank Farrar as
South Dakota Director of Welfare from 1969 to 1970. He then
worked with the South Dakota Attorney General's office in drug
enforcement for several years. Following this he served as an

executive with Mountain Plains Vocational Training Corporation in South Dakota and Montana for several years before becoming the executive director for the South Dakota Association of Private Colleges.
In 1986 Rev. Grossmann returned to the full -time ministry of
the gospel, serving Grace Reformed QlUrch at Mitchell, SO until
moving to his final charge at Emmanuel Refonnecl Church of
Sutton, NE in February of 1988.
During his years in the ministry, Rev. Grossmann served as
the s tated clerk of the Eureka Oassis from 1963 to 1966 and as
the editor of the Refonned Herald from 1989 until the time of h is
death. He also served as an advisory member of the DordtCollege Board of Directors from 1989 until 1995.
Rev. Grossmann experienced cardiac problems since 1985 and
suffered a heart attack in May of this year. He had returned to
his pulpit and other duties for a few weeks before suddenly
passing from this life on July 12, 1995, 3:30 P.M. at his home in
the parsonage of Emmanuel Reformed Church. Rev. Grossmann
was an enthusiastic preacher and pas tor who lived his work,
his church, and above aU, his Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. The
exercise of his many gifts among us will indeed be missed, but
we rejoice with him that "to be absent from the body is to be
present with the Lord."

"In India, two out of three people cannot read," reports Rev.
Sundra Rajan who is the director of PRM International's work
there. TIlls is confirmed in "The Ethnologue" of the summer
Institute of Linguistics (a sister organization of the Wydiffe Bible
Translators) which says that the literacy rate in India is 36%.
These people who cannot read, speak literally hundreds of languages! For them, faith in Jesus can only come by hearing, not
by reading.
God has given us in our generation a new way to enable
people who cannot read, to hear Scripture in their own language. It is the audio cassette. Sundara and his staff have recorded the New Testament in more than 60 languages of India
and distributed over 300,000 Scripture cassettes along with some
5,300 players. Now they are asking for our help.
Their vision is to place 10,000 New Testaments on cassettes
with players in 10,000 villages of India. These will be entrusted
to trained, responsible persons in each village. This person will
ensure the use and care of the equipment and provide feedback on its use.
A pilot project was s tarted in cooperation with other organizations in 10 Lambadi speaking villages. With the help of the
Holy Spirit, the pilot project has been successful. For example,
from Oodhorpalli village comes this report from a man named
Mr. C. Venkatswamy: "I am a very poor literate and can read
only the Bible very slowly. This player and NT set are like a big
brother for me. He reads, reads, and rereads for me and I am
able to memorize some texts and learn properly."

"When I go to the nearby villages for evangelistic work, I
take this set with me, and before I speak, I allow my big brother
to talk to them. After listening to my brother, they easily understand when I explain the Scripture to them. In the past, I was
not so respected by my own contacts, converts. Now-because
of my big brother-I am able to preach and quote the verses in
a better way."
Mr. r.v. Prasak of Palyakear village wrote, "Though I have a
zeal for my Lord, due to my limited knowledge, I couldn't communicate effectively with the people. But after getting this set,
I attract the attention of the village people by using it."
Mr. Manohara in another village wrote, "In my lane nobody
has TV or any players. The player and the cassettes you gave
me are a boon to me and to my whole community. Every evening
all the people, after returning from their field s, will sit near my
house and I will p lay the Bible reading cassettes for them. They
are all very happy to listen to the Word of God."
Who will adopt one or more villages in India? Each village
adopted will receive one cassette player, one New Testament
on cassette tapes, one solar panel, and the training of a local
person in its use. The cost for each village is only $85.00. Sponsors will receive reports! Contributions s hould be sent to PRM
International, 760 Waverly Road, Holland MI 49423. They are
to be marked, "Adopt a Village."
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For the staff of PRM International
Lloyd Wolters

